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Abstract
This dissertation has aimed at investigating the factors that might challenge
intelligence cooperation among Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia within
the Visegrad Group. In particular, in this study, it has been researchedwhether four of the
potential factors that can work as challenges to intelligence cooperation are present in the
case of the Visegrad Group‘s cooperation. In order to determine which factor can challenge
multinational intelligence cooperation, the relevant literature has been consulted based on the
models of cooperation that mostly resembled the Visegrad‘s.In order to test which factors
could apply to the V4 cooperation and answer the research question of this dissertation, a
comparative study of the data collected from secondary and primary sources has been
conducted. The cases discussed in the analysis include, in the first chapter, Visegrad‘ s
countries trade relations/partners and their attitudes and policy interests with respect to Russia
and the EU‘s future; and, in the second chapter,V4‘s military cooperation (within NATO and
the EU), defence sector‘s capabilities, national security strategy, and citizens‘ opinion
aboutV4‘s geopolitical belonging. From the results it has emerged that of the four factors
analysed in this dissertation, only two are likely to be present in the case of Visegrad. The
findings might be used then as a tool for other researchers to find solutions to these factors
and fostering intelligence cooperation within the Visegrad Group.
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Abbreviations:
CEE

Central Eastern European

EU

The European Union

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

US

The United States of America

USSR

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

V4

Visegrad Group/Four/states

Abbreviation of V4’s national intelligence agencies:
Hungary:
AH

Constitution Protection Office

IH

Information Office

KNBSZ

Military National Security Service

NBSZ

Special Service for National Security

TEK

Counter Terrorism Centre

Poland:
ABW

Internal Security Agency

AW

Foreign Intelligence Agency

CBA

Central Anti-Corruption Bureau

SKW

Military Counterintelligence Service

SWW

Military Intelligence Service

Slovakia:
NBÚ

National Security Authority

SIS

Slovak Information Service
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The Czech Republic:
BIS

Security Information Service

UZSI

Office for Foreign Relations and Information

VZ

Military Intelligence
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Glossary:
Intelligence:
Scholars have provided different definitions of intelligence in the literature. The
definition that has been more often adopted by scholars is the one proposed by Mark M.
Lowenthal:
Intelligence is a product that consists of information that has been refined to meet
the needs of policymakers. [...] Intelligence is also a process through which that
information is identified, collected, and analyzed (Lowenthal 2017, 6).
Visegrad Group:

The Visegrad Group(also known as the "Visegrad Four" or simply "V4") refers to
the group composed by Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia, ad represents
the efforts of these Central European countries to work together in a number of fields of
common interests within the ―all-European‖ integration (About the Visegrad Group).
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Introduction
Relevance of the research topic:
This dissertation aims at answering the question on which factors challenge
intelligence cooperation among the Visegrad countries at the group level. This question has
two elements as a focus of research: the Visegrad Group/V4 (Poland, Hungary, the Czech
Republic, and Slovakia) and multinational intelligence cooperation.
There are few reasons that explain why the topic of my dissertation can be relevant to
research. First, although multinational cooperation has been extensively researched,
especially in the field of economics and business, multinational intelligence cooperation is a
relatively neglected and under-researched topic (Scott and Peter 2004). The literature on this
topic is sparse and mostly focused on bilateral cooperation, as, in general, states tend to prefer
bilateral arrangements rather than multinational exchanges with a group (Sims 2006). On the
other hand, when multinational cooperation is discussed, the discussion/debate focuses on
states‘ cooperation within established institutions (Sims 2006). In any case, the concept itself,
intelligence cooperation, is problematic as intelligence is a term that implies secrecy while
cooperation implies a lack of secrecy to some extent: it is an oxymoron (Fagersten 2012). All
the above-mentioned make the task of researching, analysing, and theorizing the concept
particularly challenging. In particular, researching multinational intelligence cooperation
applied to the case of the Visegrad Group has proven to be even more of a challenge: As a
matter of fact, not only very little information is available on intelligence cooperation among
the members of the Group, but the Group‘s cooperation itself is unique to the extent that is
difficult to compare it with other multinational models of cooperation, may it be in the
intelligence field or not. Researching multinational intelligence cooperation applied to the
case of the Visegrad group might therefore be valuable and relevant to policy purposes as
literature on the topic is sparse.
This brings the discussion to the presentation of the other key component of the
research question of this dissertation: the Visegrad Group. The Group was created after the
fall of the communist totalitarian regimes in Central Europe in 1991 and has particular
importance for Europe and the European Union (EU) from a geopolitical point of view (Klus
2015). Located between Europe and Russia, the Visegrad countries work as a buffer zone.
Therefore, keeping the Visegrad group united, cooperative, and committed to the EU‘s
values is essential for the Union as the V4 plays an essential role for maintaining a
1
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geopolitical equilibrium between Europe and Russia (Klus 2015). Keeping the Visegrad
group together and mutually cooperative is even more important and challenging today as it
has been for the last five years. This is due to issues, such as the increase of security threats,
terrorism, and the refugee crisis, which have put in jeopardy the V4‘s union, cooperation, and
efforts for European integration (Jiřičková

2015). That is why researching about the

Visegrad group‘s intelligence cooperation and the obstacles to such cooperation can be
valuable for the literature on multinational intelligence cooperation and for the geopolitical
implications that the group‘s division and discord might have. Analysing the obstacles to
intelligence cooperation among the Visegrad Group might also encourage further research on
how it is possible to foster cooperation not only among the V4‘s countries but also in general
among other countries (with similar geopolitical characteristics?).

Purpose of the dissertation and analysis of data:
The literature on intelligence cooperation discusses multiple factors that risk
challenging states‘ cooperation in this field, i.e. different organizational culture, the lack of
trust in the form of divergent policy interests, different regulations for intelligence handling,
different ways of analyzing intelligence, competition among national intelligence agencies,
and low/limited intelligence capabilities among many others (Aldrich, 2004 and 2010;
Fagersten, 2012; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006). Among all these factors, in this dissertation
only four have been selected and studied in application to the case of the Visegrad
cooperation due to time constraints and limits on the availability of information. The factors
that will be studied in this dissertation are the following:
1. Limited economic cooperation where states are not each other‘s primary
partner (Aldrich 2010; Pakulski, 2016);
2. The lack of trust in the form of divergent (policy) interests (Fagersten, 2012;
Lawrence, 2016; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006);
3. Different military and defence capabilities (Walsh 2006; Zandee et al 2016);
4. Different threat perceptions (Walsh 2006; Suta 2016; Lefebvre 2003).
In order to test whether the factors that have been selected are present in the case of
the Visegrad Group, in the first chapter, this dissertation will discuss V4‘s cooperation and
trade relations for the first factor, and the states‘ attitudes and policies with respect to Russia
and the EU for the second factor. In the second chapter, the status of the Visegrad countries‘
intelligence cooperation and their main national agencies will be presented in order to
2
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provide an idea of the characteristics of the intelligence agencies and of cooperation among
the V4. Afterwards, for what concerns the third factor analysed in this dissertation, the
discussion will presentV4‘s military cooperation (within NATO and the EU) and their
defence sector‘s capabilities; while, for what concerns the fourth factor, the discussion will
focus on the analysis of Visegrad‘ s national security strategy and the public opinion of V4‘s
population with respect to their countries‘ geopolitical belonging.
In the literature, scholars have tested these factors by presenting historical cases of
intelligence cooperation among states in general in order to show the factors that have
challenged cooperation, either bilaterally or multilaterally, within established institutions.
However, the Visegrad cooperation occurs, on the contrary, within a regional and noninstitutionalised framework (visegradgroup, Aims and Structure), which has not been
extensively studied in the literature on intelligence cooperation. Adopting this same
methodology to test whether the above-mentioned factors are present in the case of Visegrad
cooperation would therefore be inappropriate. That is why; this dissertation has adopted an
empirical approach instead, by conducting in depth interviews with experts in the field of
security, defence, and intelligence.

Structure of the dissertation:
The dissertation will be structured as follows. In the next chapter it will provide an
analysis of the literature used for the analysis of the researched topic. In the chapter following
the literature review, this dissertation will present the methodology adopted for effectively
answering the research question. The two chapters following the methodology will cover the
presentation, comparison, and analysis of the data collected for this study from both
secondary and primary research sources. Eventually, the last two chapters will present the
findings and the conclusion of the dissertation.

3
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Literature Review
Introduction
―Co-operation is one of the most secret aspects of intelligence activity,‖ as Bradford
Westerfield highlighted in his article on intelligence liaison (Westerfield, 1996). In another
occasion in 2007, Warren Tucker, the Director of the New Zealand Security Intelligent
Service, spoke about cooperative intelligent in these terms,
It seems intuitively obvious that it ought to be a „good thing‟ to
cooperate

in

the

collection,

analysis,

and

dissemination

of

intelligence...But intelligence by its very nature is secret.[...][G]iven the
inherently secretive character of secret intelligence, there is immediately
a tension between the need to maintain the secret, on the one hand, and
sharing the secret – or operating in a more open and collaborative
manner – on the other. (Tucker 2007)

Secrecy is a characteristic trait of the entire intelligence field. For this reasons, the
literature on intelligence and intelligence cooperation is limited, at least compared to its
relevance to world‘s security (Aldrich, 2010). Indeed, the changes associated with
globalisation that occurred in the last two decades, and the increased number and variety of
separate but related threats (such as financial instability, third world debt, climate change,
pandemics, and a range of networked threats from illegitimate actors) have shown the need of
reshaping intelligence structures, and cooperation in particular (Aldrich, 2010).
Academics and practitioners have discussed and speculated on how intelligence
cooperation occurs, what the leading drivers are, and what the challenges to it might be,
based on principles and ideas taken from International Relations‘ (IR) and economic theories.
However, while most of the literature available has often addressed single episodes and case
studies of countries engaging in intelligence cooperation (including 9/11, estimates of Iraqi
WMD, US-UK cooperation, etc...) or cooperation occurring within the framework of
institutions, sophisticated models that might clarify intelligence cooperation among countries
further lack (Deflem, 2006). Indeed, there is no agreement on how to put intelligence
cooperation into a model.
For the purpose of this research, a series of the most relevant sources that may better
help answer the research question of this dissertation has been selected. The following
4
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sources have been used to better understand intelligence cooperation and the more
appropriate approaches to adopt in order to analyse challenges to cooperation in the case of
the Visegrad Group, determine the extent of cooperation, and answer the research question of
this dissertation.
The paragraphs that follow present a list of the main sources used for the development
of this dissertations. These sources discuss the nature and the mechanisms of intelligence
cooperation, both multinational and regional, as well as intelligence culture.

Literature:
The article written by Richard J. Aldrich in 2010 on International Intelligence
Cooperation in Practice helps understanding intelligence cooperation by presenting its
fundamentals and basics, while also providing explanations for the impoverished literature on
intelligence cooperation overall. This source can therefore work not only as a tool to
understand the process of intelligence cooperation better, but also as a tool to show evidence
that there is a lack of literature on this topic and justify possible gaps and limitations in the
dissertation and its findings.
There is a series of principles of intelligence cooperation that helps grasp the
complexity of this topic and hence the difficulty encountered when studying it. First, it is
necessary to clarify that intelligence services might cooperate not only across their multiple
functions, but also at any stage of the intelligence cycle (Aldrich, 2010). This makes the
analysis of cooperation particularly difficult, as there is no single established time or place in
which cooperation might occur. It might occur ―everywhere and nowhere‖ (Aldrich, 2010,
20). Secondly, intelligence cooperation, which is often seen in simplified terms as ―exchange
of data‖, in reality it also includes ―shared training‖ and ―joint field operations‖ (Saadettin
Akgucat as cited in Aldrich, 2010, 38). Next, there is one important distinction in intelligence
cooperation that should be clarified: intelligence cooperation can be differentiated into
bilateral or multilateral cooperation (Aldrich, 2010). For what concerns the latter distinction,
actual multilateral intelligence sharing is rare compared to the bilateral one (Aldrich, 2010).
The tendency towards bilateralism is explained by the fact that often cooperation is
considered to be much more about ―assuring security‖ than ―sharing intelligence‖ (Aaldrich,
2010, 28). Moreover, it is believed that through bilateral cooperation, the control over endusers can be maintained more easily than through multilateral cooperation (Aldrich, 2010).
Lastly, another reason why bilateralism is preferred over multilateralism is because it implies
5
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that differences in jurisdictions, and hence intelligence handling, are likely to be fewer
compared to the differences encountered in a multilateral cooperation framework (Aldrich,
2010).
Although Aldrich, compared to most other scholars, claims that ―convergent policy
objectives are not a pre-requisite for intelligence-sharing‖ (2010, 25), this argument applies
to a case of quid-pro-quo relationship among already established partners in intelligence
cooperation (2010). On the contrary, this does not apply to the Visegrad countries whose
cooperation is regional and not established. As by now, it is not clear yet which kind of
multinational intelligence cooperation the Visegrad countries entertain, hence Aldrich‘s
assertion in this dissertation will be.
Finally, one of the limitations of Aldrich‘s article is that the focus of his analysis is on
the EU‘s cooperation while neglecting other case studies that might have made the analysis
more complete and comprehensive. Focusing the investigation on a particular case study is
however a limitation that concerns not only Aldrich‘s article but much of the literature on
intelligence cooperation as a whole. Nevertheless, even though Aldrich refers to case studies
of states‘ cooperation that do not resemble Visegrad cooperation, his article provides a
framework to understand the differences between bilateral and multilateral cooperation and
why multilateral cooperation, which is the way V4‘s cooperation occurs, is more challenging.
One of the scholars that has developed the closest example of a model with respect to
intelligence cooperation, drivers and challenges is Fagersten (2012). In his article,
Multilateral Intelligence Cooperation: A Theoretical Framework, Fagersten suggests an
analytical framework for the analysis of multilateral intelligence cooperation (2012). He
provides a list of factors that can prevent intelligence cooperation among states (i.e. lack of
trust, need for secrecy, cultural conflicts, divergent interests) (2012). Some of the factors
proposed by Fagersten (such as limited economic relations) will be used to analyse the case
of the Visegrad countries and determine whether they are present in the V4 case.
There are however a series of limitations in this source. For example, the case studies
used by Fagersten to show that certain factors challenge intelligence cooperation among
states

are

limited

to

multilateral

cooperation

taking

place

within

established

intergovernmental organisations such as the EU. The Visegrad cooperation occurs, on the
contrary, within a regional and non-institutionalized framework (visegradgroup, Aims and
Structure), which has not been extensively studied in the literature. Nevertheless, due to the
lack of sources that address multinational cooperation along the lines of the Visegrad

6
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cooperation, the factors discussed by Fagersten have been selected and will be analysed in
this dissertation with respect to the case of the V4.
In his article on Intelligence-Sharing in the European Union: Institutions are not
enough (2006), James Walsh discusses mistrust and the role that divergent policy interests
can represent in challenging intelligence cooperation and sharing, proposing eventually
solutions on how to overcome it and foster cooperation. One of the key arguments in the
article is the claim that the lack of trust among states, in the form of ―divergent policy
interests,‖ inhibits intelligence cooperation and/or sharing (Walsh 2006, 631). Even though
other sources discussed in this literature review illustrate the role of mistrust in challenging
cooperation, Walsh‘s article dedicates a more detailed analysis on the different ways lack of
trust can be identified, and that is why this source has been selected.
Lawrence and Jacobs‘s articles on African Regional Intelligence Cooperation:
Problems and Prospects (2016) and Models for Intelligence Cooperation on the Regional
Level (2016) respectively have discussed regional cooperation, which is a useful topic for the
analysis of regional cooperation among the Visegrad countries in this dissertation. Not only
do the articles discuss how regional intelligence cooperation among the African countries has
come forth, but they also present the influencers and challengers of such cooperation,
providing suggestions on how to overcome distrust among states and foster cooperation. The
latter is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but it provides a useful framework when
discussing the future prospects of V4‘s intelligence cooperation in the conclusion of this
dissertation.
In the case of the African continent, at the sub-regional level, most intelligence
cooperation has been established around pre-existing regional economic communities (RECs)
(Lawrence, 2016), as it has in part occurred for the EU, which started as an economic
agreement and developed into a more developed cooperation in other fields, a phenomenon
called as ―spill-over effect‖ (Obydenkova,

2011, 91).

In many cases, membership to

regional sharing bodies has generally followed that of the RECs; in other cases, the
establishment of such bodies has been very independent, and cooperation started as a bilateral
agreement (Lawrence, 2016). Cooperation and sharing (together with training and assistance
for regional internal sharing) have however been established based on necessity and on
external actors‘ own strategic goals (Lawrence, 2016).
For what concerns the role of trust, Lawrence and Jacobs have asserted that wider
coordination among agencies across the African continent requires trust and confidence,
though they do not say what they mean by ―trust‖ (Lawrence, 2016; Jacobs, 2010). Jacobs
7
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has discussed mistrust and self-interest (both domestically and across countries), considering
them inhibiting factors to cooperation in Africa, together with institutional culture, unhealthy
competition between agencies on regional level, and sovereignty (2010). On the one hand, to
build trust among states‘ intelligence agencies, Lawrence suggests the agencies to meet and
build personal rapport (2016). On the other hand, Jacobs suggests that mistrust within a
regional community can be in part overcome ―by clustering smaller parts of the community,
such as countries with common interests together for more intense intelligence cooperation.
Such cluster can then take the lead in enhancing cooperation in the community‖ (2010, 454).
This latter aspect of cooperation between clusters proves to be particularly relevant for the
case of the Visegrad countries. Their future collaboration in intelligence might indeed be seen
as the ‗cluster‘ eventually leading to the enhancement of cooperation in the community. As
this source includes the lack of trust (in the form of divergent interests) in the factors possibly
challenging regional intelligence cooperation, it has appeared appropriate to analyse the role
of trust in the regional cooperation of the Visegrad Group, which is a regional kind of
cooperation, as the one addressed by this source.
Lastly, in order to better understand how the intelligence field works and intelligence
agencies operate, the article Intelligence Culture and Intelligence Failure in Britain and the
United States (2004) by Philip H. J. Davies has been consulted. The scholar argues that the
lack of systematic theory on intelligence culture can work as a tool to show evidence of the
shortage of theories that might help researchers analyse topics on domestic intelligence
(Davies, 2004, 512). Davies (2004) illustrates how gaps in the literature on intelligence
culture prevent the opportunity to analyse intelligence not only at the domestic level but also,
and especially, at the multinational level when states alone (rather than within institutions)
engage in cooperation. This framework proves to be relevant and useful when discussing
cooperation among the Visegrad countries. Moreover, the comparative analysis of the US and
the UK‘s intelligence and organizational culture in Davies‘ article can be used as a way to
understand better under which model each Visegrad country falls.

8
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Methodology
In order to adopt the appropriate method and background research for developing this
dissertation, the main source consulted has been Jennifer Mason‘s book, Qualitative
researching (2017). In an attempt to answer the research question on the factors that risk to
challenge intelligence cooperation among the Visegrad‘ s countries, both secondary
sources(i.e.

e-books,

academic

journals,

government‘s

documents,

international

organizations‘ websites) and primary sources (interviews with experts in security, defence,
and intelligence) have been used. Using both secondary and primary sources in this research
has allowed a comparative study of the data collected from both kinds of sources, and test
whether the above-mentioned factors that challenge intelligence cooperation are actually
present in the Visegrad case.

Secondary Research:
The theoretical framework for this dissertation builds on the literature on
organizational intelligence culture and multinational intelligence cooperation. Through
secondary research (i.e. e-books and academic journals), it was possible to identify the most
relevant literature that discusses multinational intelligence cooperation and its challenges.
Numerous studies have tried to put intelligence cooperation into a model (as discussed
in the literature review of this dissertation). Since most research on intelligence cooperation
has focused on identifying the factors that have challenged intelligence cooperation within
specific times and countries (see literature review), it is difficult to generalise those findings
to different kinds of cooperation. In particular, few research has studied intelligence
cooperation among countries that cooperate in a similar fashion as the V4. This dissertation
does aim indeed at looking at the factors that challenge cooperation among states within this
non-institutionalised group.
The literature on intelligence cooperation discusses various factors that can potentially
challenge states‘ cooperation. Due to time constraints and limits of available information, this
dissertation will focus on discussing four factors that might challenge intelligence
cooperation among the V4‘s countries: limited economic cooperation where states are not
each other‘s primary partner (Aldrich 2010; Pakulski, 2016); the lack of trust in the form of
divergent policy interests (Fagersten, 2012; Lawrence, 2016; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006);

9
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different military and defence capabilities (Walsh 2006; Zandee et al 2016); and different
threat perceptions (Walsh 2006; Suta 2016; Lefebvre 2003).

Limitations:
Several challenges have been encountered while conducting secondary research.
When discussing states‘ trade relations (both civil and military) or the Visegrad states‘
national security strategies, secondary sources available to the writer were mostly out-dated.
Moreover, much information on intelligence agencies and cooperation is not easily accessible
and only declassified files on intelligence can be accessed. Both elements put limitations to
the research and conclusions only made on secondary sources.

Primary Research:
In order to pursue the objective of this dissertation and answer the research question,
it was necessary to adopt an empirical approach. This approach has allowed the writer to
compare and verify data coming from secondary and primary sources. Specifically,
interviews have been conducted. This approach has proven to be appropriate for this
dissertation‘s purpose because of the scarcity of primary sources due to both the secrecy of
intelligence and reluctance of countries to share information with the public. Moreover, the
Visegrad Group‘s cooperation represents a unique case of regional non-institutionalised
cooperation (visegradgroup, Aims and Structure), whose study requires a different framework
from the one adopted by the reviewed literature on institutions and case studies.
In order to test the factors selected for this study, empirical evidence has been
collected by conducting semi-structured interviews with experts in the field of security,
defence, and intelligence. Semi-structured interviews allow to have an established script and
number of questions, while allowing flexibility by giving the opportunity to adjust or
formulate new questions that had not appear relevant earlier.
Before starting to conduct primary research in the form of interviews, an ethics
application was submitted. After the approval of the Glasgow University‘s Ethics Committee,
it was possible to start collecting experts‘ contact independently and through the joint support
of the Antall József Knowledge Centre of Budapest.
Experts were selected based on their field of expertise (security, defence, or
intelligence) and were recruited directly by email or it was the partner organization for the
placement above that liaised on behalf for the author. Despite the original goal of
10
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interviewing the same number of experts for each Visegrad country to ensure equal
representation, positive responses were seven in total. One respondent was Polish, four
Hungarian, one Czech, and one French.
Interviews were conducted either face-to-face, via skype, phone, or emails due to time
constraints. To ensure the anonymity of interviewees, experts are consistently referred to with
their institution, department, and their area of expertise. Lastly, the questions asked to the
interviewees have been developed by tailoring them to each interviewee‘s field of expertise
(questions in annex): a total of 33 questions were developed based on topics of security,
defence, and intelligence. It was not possible to distinguish exactly which questions
concerned more a field rather than the other, but it was attempted to develop the same
number of questions for each field.

Data analysis:
This dissertation has aimed at presenting a comparative qualitative analysis of
secondary and primary sources. In the case of face-to-face and skype interviews, the
collection of the data was conducted by taking notes of the experts‘ answers, trying to quote
entirely the sentences that looked more relevant for the scope of the dissertation. In a second
moment, while going through the notes again to conduct a deeper analysis, the most relevant
parts were highlighted. Similarly, the same approach was adopted in the case of the data
collected by email: the main arguments and relevant quotes were highlighted.
Once the experts‘ main arguments and ideas with respect to the factors analysed in
the dissertation were identified, these were put and arranged into a table so that it could be
more easily visible to highlight patterns between experts‘ agreements and disagreements. In
the table, experts‘ ideas and arguments were organized under headings (i.e. V4 have similar
threat perceptions; V4 have different threat perceptions; V4 have divergent policy interests;
the V4 have similar policy interests) which were identified thanks to the qualitative research
of secondary sources. This process allowed to compare the data collected from secondary and
primary research effectively and reach theoretically based conclusions from the findings.

Limitations:
Several issues while conducting interviews can arise. While semi-structured
interviews provide a high degree of understanding and flexibility due to the opportunity to
formulate further individual-tailored questions, they lack in the control over the environment
and comparability (Mason 2017). External noise (i.e. other people in the room or phone
11
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ringing) represents a source of distraction to both the interviewer or the interviewee. Semistructured interviews also imply a degree of subjectivity from the part of the interviewer
when deciding on which answers to focus further questioning (Mason 2017).
Similarly, another aspect that could represent a limitation in primary research is the
language barrier between the interviewer and the interviewee. Language differences might be
subject to misunderstanding, overestimation or underestimation.
Moreover, semi-structured interviews tend to be time-consuming (Mason 2017). Due
to these time constraints, some of the interviews could not be conducted in person or via
skype. Three experts thus answered the questions by sending their answers over email.
Because of this, some of the data collected were unclear or incomplete (in part due to the fact
that English was not the experts‘ mother language) and could not be properly used in the
analysis.
As previously mentioned, although the interviews provided the opportunity to conduct
deep questioning, only seven experts agreed to be interviewed for this study, and no
information from any Slovakian experts‘ answers could be collected. As it was possible to
interview few experts, this study cannot be considered representative of all V4 countries‘
visions with respect to the object of this dissertation
One last aspect that could show limitations of the findings in this dissertation
concerns the influence of experts‘ personal biases on their answers. Specifically, two of the
experts interviewed (one from Czech Republic and one from Hungary) served in
governmental and intelligence/defence institutions during the last years of the Cold War until
one decade after the creation of the Visegrad Group, while the other five experts have been
serving in governmental and intelligence institutions in the last ten years.
Nevertheless, even though interviews can have limitations for the collection and
analysis of the data, this source remains useful especially when used in combination with
secondary sources. The data collected from primary sources gave a deep and rich database of
experts‘ opinions regarding the issues being questioned, while the secondary sources
provided the framework for which these opinions could be analysed and interpreted.
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Chapter 1
V4’s cooperation: the role of partners and interests
Introduction:
The literature on intelligence cooperation discusses multiple factors that risk
challenging states‘ cooperation in this field, like different organizational culture, the lack of
trust in the form of divergent policy interests, different regulations for intelligence handling,
different ways of analyzing intelligence, competition among national intelligence agencies,
and low/limited intelligence capabilities (Aldrich, 2004 and 2010; Fagersten, 2012; Walsh,
2006). Among all these factors, only four have been selected and have been studied in
application to the case of the Visegrad cooperation due to time constraints and limited
information available on certain factors. Two of the factors selected for this study will be
addressed and discussed in the present chapter while the other two in the second one. The two
factors that will be tested in this chapter with respect to the Visegrad cooperation are the
following: 1. limited economic cooperation where states are not each other‘s primary partner
(Aldrich 2010; Pakulski, 2016); and 2. the lack of trust in the form of divergent (policy)
interests (Fagersten, 2012; Lawrence, 2016; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006).
In the literature, scholars have tested these factors by presenting historical cases of
intelligence cooperation among states in general in order to show the factors that have
challenged cooperation, either bilaterally or multilaterally, within established institutions.
However, the Visegrad cooperation occurs, on the contrary, within a regional and noninstitutionalised framework (visegradgroup, Aims and Structure) which has not been
extensively studied in the literature on intelligence cooperation; adopting this same
methodology to test whether the above-mentioned factors are present in the case of Visegrad
cooperation would therefore be inappropriate. That is why, this dissertation has adopted an
empirical approach instead, conducting in depth interviews with experts in the field of
security, defence, and intelligence.
In particular, this chapter will test whether the two above-mentioned factors are
present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation by comparing the data collected from
secondary research with those collected from primary research (interviews). In order to
pursue this goal, this chapter willdiscussV4‘s cooperation, their trade relations, and their
attitude and foreign policy with respect to Russia and the EU.
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V4’ s cooperation and the role of trade:
The Visegrad Group‘ cooperation started as an initiative of Poland, Hungary, and
Czechoslovakia (today Czech Republic and Slovakia) to integrate regionally in Europe and
the European Union at the beginning of the 1990s once they gained complete independence
and bipolar system came to an end (Schmidt, 2016). Since its creation, the Group has been a
tool of systemic transformation and transatlantic integration for its member states, and it has
evolved becoming a promoter of multidimensional regional cooperation, including within the
North Atlantic treaty Organization (NATO), which three Visegrad countries joined in 1999
(Slovakia in 2004), and the European Union (EU), which they all joined in 2004 (Kupiecki,
2013). The Visegrad Group‘s cooperation consists of a cultural and political alliance which is
not institutionalized in any manner (visegradgroup, Aims and Structure). This system of
cooperation remains special as it lacks elements such as an organized structure, fixed and
written rules of cooperation (as the system is flexible), a strict agenda, and more than one
functioning organization (Schmidt, 2016). Indeed, cooperation consists mostly of periodical
meetings among its representatives at various levels, (ranging from high level meetings
among prime ministers and head of states to expert consultations). Furthermore, the only
organization in place within the V4 platform is the International Visegrad Fund, which has a
civic dimension and whose aim is ―to support the development of cooperation in culture,
scientific exchange, research, education, exchange of students and development of cross
border cooperation and promotion of tourism‖

-

(visegradgroup, Aims and Structure ; Nič ,

2016).
The Visegrad Group has been assigned four areas of cooperation: within the V4 area,
with other partners (with third countries in the ―V4+‖ format), within the EU, and within
NATO and other organizations (Szilágyi, 2014). Besides cooperating in the field of culture
(education, youth exchange, scientific research), the V4 tends to cooperate in economics,
military, energy security, Eastern–Partnership Program, and cohesion support within the EU
(Ivanová and Masárová, 2018). Even though Visegrad countries engage in group cooperation,
they are still not each other‘s primary partners in fields such as the economic, trade, and
investment ones, as the next section will show (Jasiecki,2016).
V4 and their trade partners:

After joining the EU in 2004, the Visegrad countries have experienced a successful
economic growth and have developed faster than the entire eurozone, becoming also an
14
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important manufacturing centre for the EU market (Jasiecki 2016). Between 1990 and 2015,
the GDP per capita in the V4 countries nearly quadrupled (tripled in Hungary) (Pakulski
2016). Incomes and consumption grew even faster, reducing the gap between the EasternCentral Western-Southern EU members (Pakulski 2016). Cooperation between the V4
countries, initially conducted exclusively within the boundaries of political and
security/defence matters, continued to widen; however, economic relations (in particular
trade and investment) remained weak (Pakulski 2016). One of the reasons for that is the fact
that the V4 have similar economic characteristics that mostly lead the countries to compete
with each other rather than cooperate and complement each other‘s economies (Ivanová and
Masárová 2018; Szilágyi 2014).What makes economic cooperation among the Visegrad
states even more challenging is the fact that they all rely on foreign capital and investment,
and this generates competition (for funds) among the states even further (Jasiecki, 2016).
90% of services ‗use‘ the V4 as a transit country; nevertheless, the level of intra-regional
trade among the V4 is low (Szilágyi 2014; Jasiecki 2016). Visegrad countries‘ trade relations
with other states are instead stronger, Szilágyi

mentions for instance the Czech-

German/Austrian relations; the Polish-Baltic States relations; and the HungarianAustrian/Slovenian/Croatian/Ukrainian relations (2014).
Since 1989, Germany has become the most important trading and investment partner
for the Visegrad countries (Popławski, 2016).Based on the most recent data collected for the
year 2016, Poland had Germany as its main trade partner, with a partner share of 27 percent
in exports worth US $ 53,034 million (Figure 1.) (Poland Trade at a Glance 2016). Still, in
2016, the other four top countries where Poland exported its goods were, in order of
relevance, the United Kingdom, Czech Republic, France and Italy (Figure 1.) (Poland Trade
at a Glance, 2016). On the other hand, the top countries where Poland imported its goods in
2016 were China, followed by the Russian Federation, Italy, and France (Figure 1.)
(Poland Trade at a Glance, 2016).These data show that Poland engaged in trade mostly with
non-V4 countries; the Czech Republic appears as a top exporting partner at the third position
with a 6.49 percent of partner share in exports worth US $ 12,750 million (Figure 1.)
(Poland Trade at a Glance, 2016). Poland‘s main trade partners remained the same also for
the year 2017 even though the United Kingdom lost one position since 2016 and while Czech
Republic gained a position becoming Poland‘s second top trading partner, the UK passed to
the third position (Poland‘s Top Trading Partners, April 9, 2018).
Also Hungary, in 2016, had Germany as its main market for both exports and imports
which were worth US $ 28,35 and US $ 24,344 respectively, with a partner share of 27.51
15
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percent and 26.45 percent (Figure 2.) (Hungary Trade at a Glance, 2016).Among the
Visegrad countries, only Slovakia appeared among the top five destinations for Hungary‘s
exports, holding the third position (preceded by Germany and Romania) (Figure 2.)
(Hungary Trade at a Glance, 2016). The main countries from where Hungary imports are,
within the Visegrad Group, Poland and Slovakia, at the third and fourth positions, preceded
by Germany and Austria(Figure 2.)(Hungary Trade at a Glance, 2016).
Also for the Czech Republic, Germany maintained its status of main trading partner in
2016 for both exports (US$ 52,344 million) and imports (US$ 37,418 million)(Figure 3.)
(Czech Republic Trade at a Glance, 2016).Slovakia and Poland occupied the second and third
position as top trading partners in terms of exports sales followed by the United Kingdom and
France (Figure 3.) (Czech Republic Trade at a Glance, 2016). On the other hand, in terms of
imports, Poland and Slovakia also resulted the third and fourth main partners of Czech
Republic in 2016, preceded by Germany and China (Figure 3.) (Czech Republic Trade at a
Glance, 2016). Although Czech Republic‘s trading partners in 2017remained the same of
those in 2016, the UK was surpassed by France and so lost one position (Czech Republic‘s
Top Trading Partners, February 25, 2018).
Lastly, similarly to all the other V4 countries, Slovakia also maintained trade relations
primarily with Germany in 2016, with exports accounting at US$ 16,975 million and imports
at US$ 12,749 million (Figure 4.) (Slovak Republic Trade at a Glance, 2016). For what
concerns trade relations with other Visegrad countries, Slovakia had the Czech Republic as
its second largest trade partner (with exports sales worth US$ 9,189 million and imports sales
worth US$ 8,031 million)and Poland as its third largest partner(with exports sales worth US$
5,883 million) (Figure 4.) (Slovak Republic Trade at a Glance, 2016). According to the data
collected for the year 2017, Slovakia‘s top five trade partners remained the same with the
exception of the UK, which regressed from the top fifth position to the sixth one, being
surpassed by Italy(Slovakia‘s Top Trading Partners, April 14, 2018). It is interesting to
observe that more than one Visegrad country experienced a decrease in its trade cooperation
with the UK from 2016 to 2017; this might possibly be related to the UK‘s decision to leave
the EU in 2016, but this definitely would require further research on the relation between
Brexit and the decrease of trade between the UK and Visegrad countries.
The above-mentioned data on V4‘s patterns of trade behaviour suggest that while the
V4 countries are successfully integrated with the EU and engage in trade with several
members states, in particular with Germany, they are not necessarily with each other
(Jasiecki, 2016; Popławski, 2016). Although the Visegrad states are trade partners and
16
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cooperate with one another in the field of economics, trade, and investment, they are not each
other primary partners, and relations within the Group are still weak, in part probably due to
the fact that the Visegrad Group is mainly based on political rather than economic
cooperation (Pakulski, 2016).That the Visegrad countries are not each other primary partners
is also emerged throughout the interviews conducted with experts of security, defence, and
intelligence (questions in annex): six out of a total of seven interviewees have indeed openly
asserted that V4 countries tend to rely on cooperation (not necessarily in the civil sector) with
major western countries such as the US, Germany, and the UK, depending on the field of
cooperation and regional interests. In any case, the interviews have confirmed that the Czechs
tend to have extensive relations with the Germans and the Hungarians with the Ukrainians
(Czech advisor of the Czech military intelligence agency from the 80s to the beginning of
2000s,personal communication April 19, 2018; French expert in regional security and Central
Europe cooperation, personal communication, May 12, 2018; Hungarian defence policy
expert, personal communication May 4, 2018; Hungarian foreign and security policy expert
at CEID, personal communication May 15, 2018; Hungarian former Minister of Foreign
Affairs and former Ambassador, personal communication May 4, 2018; Hungarian member
of the Counter Terrorism Centre of Hungary, personal communication May 13, 2018; Polish
security policy expert at OSCE, personal communication May 18, 2018). Only one expert
among the seven interviewees has always remained extremely supportive of the idea that the
Visegrad cooperation is strong in every area they cooperate in, trying to avoid identifying
some weakness or aspect in which the countries could deepen cooperation (Hungarian
defence policy expert, personal communication May 4, 2018). The expert did not mention
whether the Visegrad countries cooperate more among each other or with other countries;
however, he has claimed that ―close V4 defence cooperation need not and does not exclude
cooperation with other partners. It is rather project-based cooperation rather than within or
without V4.‖ While this argument does not say whether the V4 are each other‘s primary
partners or not, it suggests that V4 enjoy relations with other states too and that their
cooperation depend on common projects/interests.
For what concerns Visegrad cooperation in the last two years, and especially under the
Hungarian Presidency in 2018, the V4 have recognized the need to work and cooperate closer
together in the field of innovation and digital economy; recently on April 2018, the countries
of the Visegrad Group also hold a meeting in Budapest by which they signed a declaration to
strengthen cross-border economic cooperation and accelerate economic development and
competitiveness of the V4 (Visegrad Group countries sign economic cooperation deal, 2018;
17
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2017-2018 Hungarian Presidency: V4 Connects).However, it is not sure how the public
official declaration will be implemented and put into practice; it is probably still too soon to
assess whether this represents an actual change and shift within the Visegrad Group‘s
economic cooperation (Visegrad Group countries sign economic cooperation deal, 2018).
Nevertheless,even though economic/trade/investment cooperation within the Group
tends to be relatively weak, the Visegrad countries do cooperate economically all together as
a group with non-V4 countries in the format of the so called ―V4+‖ (Jasiecki 2016; Pakulski
2016). In particular, over the last few years, the Visegrad Group has forged and increased its
economic cooperation with non-European markets, especially with Brazil, India, China and
South Africa (BICS) (Kugiel 2016). These countries and the Visegrad countries‘ interests
complement each other in the political, cultural, academic, and tourist sectors; the Visegrad
Group‘s choice to look at alternative non-European markets has been often explained as a
result of the financial crisis of 2008 in Europe and the related pan-European economic
slowdown (Jasiecki 2016; Pakulski 2016). While the Visegrad countries engage in
cooperation with BICS as a group, they all compete to strengthen their bilateral relations with
them, and this is likely to create challenges to Group‘s internal cooperation (Kugiel 2016).
In other words, the Visegrad countries cooperate more or less deeply in several fields
within the Group; in the leading fields for development such as economics, trade, and
investment, however, Visegrad countries are more integrated with other EU countries and
less with each other (Jasiecki2016; visegradgroup, Aims and Structure).

V4’s interests and priorities in the cases of Russia and the EU
The success of the Visegrad Group has been the result of its proactive politicians,
who, while creating the Group, put aside historical grievances and ethnic divisions in order to
pursue a shared practical objective: joining the EU and NATO (Schmidt, 2016). After the
Group‘s countries achieved membership to both organizations, politicians‘ priorities started
to increasingly diverge (even though there still exist common interests that support the
cooperation) as they became competitors for Western investment and pursued different
political paths (Karnitschnig, 2017; Schmidt, 2016).The Visegrad cooperation has been often
described as a ―V2+V2‖ cooperation where there are ‗four states with at least three different
positions‘ where Poland represents one, Hungary another one, and the Czech Republic and
Slovakia another one more (Jasiecki, 2016). Poland and Hungary seem to experience a
development path that differs from the one followed by the Czech Republic and Slovakia;
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this can be observed for instance in the policy interests that the Visegrad countries have
adopted with respect to key aspects regarding Russia – which plays a significant geo-strategic
role also as the countries‘ main supplier of energy – and the EU – whose coherence and
stability have been particularly questioned in the last few years following the economic crisis
(Minárik 2014; Schmidt 2016).
The Visegrad countries and Russia:

The Russian Federation is the largest supplier of energy sources for Visegard
countries, mainly of oil and gas, (Minárik, 2014). For what concerns the latter type of energy
sources, Poland, which is the less dependent among the V4 from external supplies, imported
83.7% of crude oil and 74.3% of natural gas from the Russian Federation in 2016 (Figure 5.),
Hungary imported 76.2% and 95% respectively (Figure 6.), the Czech Republic imported
63.9% and 100% (Figure 7.), and lastly, Slovakia imported 98.3% and 87% (Figure 8.)
(Poland/Hungary/Czech Republic/Slovakia Energy System Overview, 2016).
Before gaining independence and establishing the Visegrad Group in the early 1990s,
all V4 experienced the influence and occupation of the Soviet Union (Marušiak, 2015).
Throughout the years, after gaining independence, the Visegrad countries have been
adoptingdivergent stances and policies with regard to Russia: Poland has been the one taking
the most negative stand while Hungary the most friendly (pragmatic) one (Pakulski,
2016).For instance, for what concerns the energy sector and security, Polish leaders have
often stressed the importance of reducing energy dependence on the Russian Federation; on
the other hand, the Hungarian leaders have more than once claimed their willingness to
pursue nuclear energy collaboration with Russia (i.e. the nuclear power plant in Paks); while
the Czech Republic and Slovakia have usually shown strong pro-Russian sentiments and have
often opposed increases in defence spending (Pakulski, 2016).
The Visegrad countries adopted different, and often ambiguous, positions with respect
to Russia in cases such as the Ukrainian crisis in 2014 when Russia annexed Crimea. Even
though the Visegrad Group released a joint declaration which accused Russia of conducting
military operations in Crimea and of violating international law, the individual countries
adopted different attitudes towards the crisis dependent on their relations with
Russia(Kramer, 2014).While Poland condemned Russia‘s intervention in Ukraine and fully
supported sanctions, Hungary (in particular), Czech Republic, and Slovakia pursued a Russia-
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friendly policy and questioned the rationale and usefulness of the sanctions imposed by the
EU on Russia (Forbrig 2015; Kobzova 2015).
Among the Visegrad countries, only Poland took a firm and unambiguous position
towards the Ukrainian crisis by strongly criticizing the Russian Federation‘s move, and it also
agreed with NATO to have US‘ troops on its territory in case the crisis degenerated
(Kramer2014).Ukraine was, and remains, a strategic issue for Poland because of the need to
have a stable eastern frontier and because a stable and well-governed Ukraine would also be
an important strategic ally against Russia (Burasand Balcer July 15, 2016). Energy policy
remains also a contentious issue in Poland‘s relations with Russia, especially for what
concerns the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project that would connect Europe to the world‘s largest
reserves in Northern Russia, traversing the territorial waters of five countries, namely Russia,
Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Germany (Buras and Balcer 2016;Nord Stream 2 Pipeline).
In such a case, Poland is concerned that if the pipeline will become operational by 2019, that
could be ―a geopolitical game-changer‖ in the next years and will increase Moscow‘s
influence in Eastern Europe (Buras and Balcer2016).
On the other hand, Hungary adopted a pro-Russian stance with regards to the
Ukrainian crisis, and this attitude was in part related to the fact that Russia has been
Hungary‘s main partner in solving its energy-sector problems (Hajdú, 2015; Kramer, 2014).
In December 2014, Hungary finalized and signed a contract with Russia for upgrading its
nuclear power plant in the town of Paks, which also involved a Russian loan, and this might
have also contributed to Hungary‘s attitude with respect to Russia and the crisis in Ukraine
overall (Kramer, 2014; Paks expansion project gets contract boost, 2014).
In the Czech Republic, substantially different narratives exist about Russia and the
relations that the Czechs should adopt with the Russians: some depict Russia as a threat and
others see Russia as an opportunity (Forbrig, 2015;Kobzova, 2015). Similarly, the Czech
position with respect to Russia was unstable, unclear, and complicated also during the
Ukrainian crisis, in part because of the Czech President‘s close association with the Russian
political elites which influenced the country‘s stance in that situation (Kramer, 2014).Overall,
however, the official line of the ministry was that sanctions were ―an unfortunate but
necessary answer to the Russian aggression and that the EU should ultimately strive for their
removal and the restoration of normal relations with Russia,‖ on the condition that Russia
would have complied with international law and proceeded with the removal of Russian
soldiers from Eastern Ukraine (Forbrig 2015).It might be that the Czech Republic did not
adopt an open friendly position but an intermediate one with respect to Russia because it is
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not fully dependent on Russia‘s energy resources, neither in terms of oil (as imports are
mostly carried out via Germany) nor gas (as the country has a long-term contract on the
delivery of gas from Norway) (Forbrig 2015).
Lastly, Slovakia, which remains one of the most pro-Russian countries in the EU,
adopted a quiet pragmatism towards the Ukrainian crisis (Hajdú 2015;Benková2018). Former
Prime Minister Robert Fico supported the idea of looking for a solution to the Ukrainian
crisis in diplomacy and politics rather than in military action and economic sanctions
(Kramer, 2014). The minister‘s position could be for some aspects related to the fact that,
among the Visegrad countries, Slovakia is the most dependent on Russia in terms of gas
deliveries, nuclear fuel for its Russian-built nuclear power plants, and for its core defence
equipment, which is still procured from Russian manufacturers(Kramer, 2014;Kobzova,
2015).
In sum, when it comes to relations with Russia and its geopolitical role, the Visegrad
countries lack a coherent and unified attitude (Marušiak, 2015). While, on the one hand,
Poland tends to consider Russia as a threat and to adopt policies aimed at increasing its
geostrategic security, on the other hand, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia tend to
pragmatically adopt more friendly or neutral policies with Moscow, on which the three
countries depend in terms of energy resources and/or supply of defence equipment (Kramer,
2014; Forbrig, 2015; Kobzova, 2015). The V4‘s attitudes towards Russia show that the
countries have different policies and interests with respect to their neighbour (Marušiak,
2015).Similarly, also six out of seven experts interviewed for this study have supported the
argument that the V4‘spolicies with respect to Russia are divergent (all but the Hungarian
defence policy expert, personal communication May 4, 2018). However, among the
interviewees, disagreement has emerged on how big differences between V4‘s policy
interests are, not only with respect to Russia but also with regard to the countries‘ policies in
general. For instance, one expert has claimed that ―the V4 are united in their position on the
most critical security challenges‖ (Hungarian defence policy expert, personal communication
May 4, 2018); other two interviewees have supported the argument that the V4 have very
different policy interests, especially with respect to their relations with Russia (Czech advisor
of the Czech military intelligence agency from the 80s to the beginning of 2000s, personal
communication April 19, 2018; Hungarian member of the Counter Terrorism Centre of
Hungary, personal communication May 13, 2018); and, lastly, another expert has claimed
that ―it is hard to say‖ whether there are big or small differences in the countries‘ policy
interests and whether they are big enough to challenge cooperation as the Visegrad
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cooperation is based on ―the art of disagreement‖ (French expert in regional security and
Central Europe cooperation, personal communication May 12, 2018); this is what makes the
Visegrad Group so special and unique (French expert in regional security and Central Europe
cooperation, personal communication May 12, 2018). In other words, while there is general
agreement on the fact that the V4 have divergent policy interests on Russia, disagreement
lack on the magnitude of differences in this respect and on the countries‘ policy interests in a
broader sense.
EU’s policies and future: Disagreement among the V4

The Visegrad countries have rarely expressed a shared vision on the future of Europe
and the role of the EU institutions, in part because the key drivers of their stances in this
respect have often been domestic politics and the position of countries‘ leaders (Nič 2016). In
the last few years, during refugee crisis, the Visegrad countries rediscovered a common
purpose when they stood together to oppose the EU proposal and the German-led efforts
imposing compulsory quotas and so forcing the V4 to take in refugees (Karnitschnig 2017;
Jasiecki 2016). While the Visegrad Four have seen their interests converge on EU issues such
as migration, or safeguarding the free movement of labour and completing the single market,
they have rarely had a shared vision on the future of Europe and the role of the EU
institutions(Nič 2016).Especially in the wake of Brexit, simmering internal division have
arisen within the Group over the EU and its future (Chromiec 2017; Nič 2016). Indeed, by
Brexit, the V4 are losing their leading EU partner in the critical policy areas that they
supported irrespective of ruling parties‘ ideological affiliation, such as the rejection of a
deeper integration, of a two-speed Europe, and of a mandatory quotas for refugees (Chromiec
2017; Göllner 2017).
For what concerns euro-zone integration, nationalist governments in Poland and
Hungary, as well as Czech Republic, oppose the idea of joining the euro, at least for now
(Than 2018; Zgut 2017).The countries fear that membership would curb their autonomy in
running their economies which are growing nicely without the common currency and would
make them assume the position of second-class members of a ‗two-speed Europe‘ (Chromiec
2017). Slovakia, on the other hand, is part of the euro-zone, which makes it more integrated
with Germany and the core Europe than with the other Visegrad countries; this makes
Bratislava less worried about marginalization in case the members of the currency union
formed an inner core of closer integration (Nič 2016; Zgut 2017).
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More in general , the positions of Visegard countries on the debates over the post
Brexit EU are divergent and fragmented

-

(Nič, 2016).On the one hand, a ‗conservative

revolution‘ in Poland has created an illiberal axis with Hungary, which holds a sovereigntist
narrative, while, on the other hand, the Czech Republic and Slovakia have maintained a more
―pragmatic line‖ on the EU (Chromiec 2017; Nič 2016). There is some overlap between
Poland‘ s conservative nationalist ideology of Law and Justice and Orban‘ s vision in
Hungary (Nič 2016). Poland‘s ruling party believes that ―a polycentric Europe exists in which
the periphery needs to balance the dominance of the Franco–German core‖ (Nič 2016). In
attempting to elevate its subordinated position in relation to ‗core Europe,‘ ―Poland is seeking
allies in Central and Eastern Europe with which to construct a regional coalition to counter
the Western European vision of further EU integration,‖ and, in the region, only Hungary
seems to be interested in the idea (Dostál 2016; Nič 2016). Indeed, in Hungary, Orbán has
seen the opportunity in the post-Brexit period to ―refine‖ institutionsin Brussels and to move
towards a less integrated Europe with stronger nation -states(Nič 2016). However, even
though Budapest rhetorically mainly supports uniform integration, ―it considers the
institutionalisation of multi-speed Europe acceptable as he aims at strengthening national
sovereignty― (Zgut 2017).
On the contrary, the centre-left governments in Czech Republic and Slovakia – even
though they highlight deficiencies of European institutions and reject general calls for more
integration – refuse to be part of a conservative counter-revolution against the EU institutions
and recognize Germany‘s centrality in any future EU configuration (Göllner 2017; Nič 2016).
In particular, the Czech Republic has always considered the relationship with Germany as
more important than the one with the Visegrad alliance (Nič 2016). The Slovakian
government, on the other hand, has sent the message that it wants to become part of core
Europe, and it does not wish to take the stand of Poland and Hungary to undermine trust in
the EU and compromise-based cooperation (Nič 2016; Zgut 2017). In other words, as smaller
member states, ―Slovakia and the Czech Republic realize that they would be worse off in
purely intergovernmental settings where bargaining power is determined more by economic
resources‖ (Chromiec 2017); that is why the two countries ―support a supranational European
Commission which safeguards rights and obligations arising from the Treaties regardless of
country size‖ (Chromiec 2017).
What has emerged from this section on V4‘s vision on the EU and its future is that the
countries remain divided, resembling more a ‗two-plus-two‘ formation with growing
divisions between Poland and Hungary on one side and the Czech Republic and Slovakia on
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the other one (Chromiec 2017). However, in the data collected from the interviews conducted
for this study, experts have been relatively divided on the degree the V4 have different
positions on the EU: only one expert has argued that ―[the Visegrad countries] pursue
different objectives in terms of EU and integration‖(French expert in regional security and
Central Europe cooperation, personal communication May 12, 2018); two other experts have
claimed that V4‘s positions on EU and its future are different, but ―differences are not that
huge‖ (Hungarian foreign and security policy expert at CEID, personal communication, May
15, 2018; Polish security policy expert at OSCE, personal communication May 18, 2018);
while one has asserted that the V4 share the same vision for EU and its future (Hungarian
defence policy expert, personal communication, May 4, 2018). In other words, while with
respect to Russia more experts have agreed with the argument that the V4 have different
policy interests, as in the case on the European Union, disagreement among the experts have
been more widespread.

Conclusion:
This chapter has studied whether two of the factors that risk challenging multinational
intelligence cooperation are present in the case of the Visegrad Group. The first factor, which
is limited economic cooperation, has been tested by comparing the data collected from
secondary research on economic and trade relations among the Visegrad countries with the
data collected from primary research; the second factor, which the lack of trust in the form of
divergent (policy) interests, has instead been tested by comparing the data collected on the
countries‘ policy interests and positions on Russia and the EU with the data collected through
interviews.
For what concerns the first factor, from the data collected in the secondary research
sources, it has emerged that even though the Visegrad countries cooperate with one another
in the economic and trade fields, they are not each other‘s primary partners as they give
priority to cooperation with other states. This argument has been supported by most of the
experts interviewed for this study. For this reason, it is possible to claim that there is a high
probability that the first factor is present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation.
For what concerns the second factor tested in this chapter, the data collected from
secondary research sources have shown that V4‘s policy interests and positions with regard to
Russia and the future of the EU diverge. On the other hand, the data collected from the
interviews reveal that most of the experts argue that there are differences in V4‘s policy
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interests in relation to Russia and the EU, yet there is disagreement on the magnitude of those
differences. Also, while more experts tend to agree that V4‘s positions on Russia are
different, only one claims that the Visegrad states‘ positions are divergent with respect to the
EU and its future.
In other words, based on what has been discussed above, it is possible to conclude that
while there is a high probability that limited economic cooperation(the first factor discussed)
is present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation, the probability that the lack of trust in the
form of divergent (policy) interests (the second factor discussed) is present in the case of the
V4‘s cooperation is lower and debatable.
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Chapter 2
V4’s intelligence and defence cooperation: the role of states’
capabilities and threat perception
Introduction:
Chapter one has tested whether limited economic cooperation and the lack of trust in
the form of divergent (policy) interests (two of the factors that risk challenging states‘
multinational intelligence cooperation) are present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation.
The other two factors that this dissertation tests with respect to the Visegrad cooperation and
that this chapter addresses are the following: 1. different military and defence capabilities
(Walsh 2006; Zandee et al 2016); and 2. different threat perceptions (Walsh 2006; Suta2016;
Lefebvre 2003). For the same reasons discussed in chapter one, an empirical approach has
been adopted in order to test whether these factors are present in the case of the Visegrad
cooperation.
For what concerns the first factor, it has been chosen to discuss states‘ cooperation
and capabilities in the military and defence fields rather than in the intelligence one as there is
no open source information or literature (Davies 2004) discussing openly the intelligence
capabilities of the Visegrad countries. This choice has been made based on Duybesteyn‘ s
(2011) argument: she has asserted that the defence and intelligence fields are related to each
other and that cooperation in the former field can affect, or resemble, cooperation in the latter
one, at least in the case of military intelligence. Based on Duybesteyn‘ s argument, in this
dissertation, it has been chosen to analyse V4‘s military cooperation and defence capabilities
because it has been assumed that by studying these, it might be possible, in part, to have an
idea of what intelligence cooperation and capabilities look like, as the defence and
intelligence fields are related.
In the sections below, before testing whether the two above-mentioned factors are
present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation, this dissertation will present the status of the
intelligence cooperation among the Visegrad countries and their main national agencies: this
will provide an idea of the characteristics of the national intelligence agencies and of
cooperation among the States at the group level.
In order to test whether the two above-mentioned factors are present in the case of the
Visegrad cooperation, this chapter will compare the data collected from secondary and from
primary research. To pursue this goal, this chapter will discuss first V4‘s military cooperation
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within NATO and the EU and their defence sector‘s capabilities based on the most recent
data available. After that, this chapter will also present the Visegrad countries‘ threat
perceptions through the analysis of their national security strategy and the countries‘ public
opinion with respect to their countries‘ geopolitical belonging.

The Visegrad countries: cooperation and relations in the intelligence,
military, and defence field
V4’s intelligence cooperation:

The secrecy of intelligence is what mostly hampers the research progress on
intelligence cooperation (Bartha et al. 2017). Research is even more challenging when it
comes to intelligence cooperation in V4 format (Bartha et al. 2017). Information is also
lacking on intelligence cooperation between Visegrad states and non-V4 countries. Today,
there is no established institution or system wherein the V4 share intelligence and cooperate
in a group format (Bartha et al. 2017). However, based on research conducted by the think
tank EUROPEUM (which deals with issues related to the European integration process), it is
possible to claim that V4 intelligence cooperation and data sharing might occur through
different avenues (Bartha et al. 2017). These include both bilateral relations within the V4
quarter, intelligence communication channels (i.e. liaison officers), relations with ‗sister‘
services in other states, and intelligence sharing through regional or international
organizations (EU, NATO, and INTERPOL), conferences (Central European Conference),
and forums (NATO special committee) (Bartha et al. 2017).
The V4 countries‘ intelligence and security services as they are known today are
relatively young establishments that were created and developed at the beginning of the
1990s at the end of the Cold War after the Visegrad countries gained independence from the
Soviet Union (Gruszczak 2016; Medvecký and Sivoš 2016; Tomek 2016). Before then, the
foreign intelligence and domestic security agency of the Soviet Union, the Committee for
State Security (KGB), had in great partinfluenced the security and intelligence services of
Poland, Hungary, and the then Czechoslovakia, USSR‘ satellite states at that time (Global
National Security and Intelligence Agencies Handbook 2015; Gruszczak 2016; Medvecký
and Sivoš 2016; Tomek 2016).
The literature available on the intelligence culture of the Visegrad countries‘ agencies
focuses mainly on the years of the Cold War, when the Soviet Union had influence on the
states‘ intelligence services, and on the early years following the Visegrad states‘
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independence from the Soviets, when the agencies were either reorganized or replaced in the
attempt of establishing democratic accountability (Gruszczak 2016; Medvecký and Sivoš
2016; Tomek 2016). The literature discusses then the establishment of renewed and renamed
agencies and their remits, without going into much detail about the agencies‘ culture after
their reorganization. The next section will therefore present the main civil and military
intelligence agencies and their tasks for each Visegrad country, and it will then compare and
analyse three of the four civilian counter-intelligence agencies‘ annual reports, excluding the
Hungarian services from the discussion as they have not published any since 2010 (Bartha et
al. 2017). The analysis will address the civilian counter-intelligence agencies‘ reports as no
military intelligence services of the V4 countries publish similar documents (Bartha et al.
2017).
V4 countries’ national intelligence services: dependencies and tasks

As it is also the case for other countries and their intelligence community, the
Visegrad countries‘ security services have often characteristics, in their structure and
responsibilities, that might risk raising issues with respect to the agencies‘ transparency and
impartiality (Aldrich and Richterova 2018; Zeman 2007). Before discussing these issues in
more detail, the V4 countries‘ security agencies as well as their tasks and dependency will be
first briefly introduced.
In Poland, there are five main institutions that perform intelligence functions and
tasks: the Internal Security Agency (ABW), which is responsible for ensuring internal
security of Poland (counter-intelligence); the Foreign Intelligence Agency (AW), whose main
goal is the protection from external threats to the state (foreign intelligence); the Central AntiCorruption Bureau (CBA), which has the aim of combating corruption mainly in public and
local government institutions; the Military Counterintelligence Service (SKW),

whose

competences are limited to the territory of Poland; and lastly, the Military Intelligence
Service (SWW), which is instead competent in prevention against external threats (Gruszczak
2016). The first three agencies mentioned above are responsible of colleting civil intelligence
and are directly subordinated to the prime minister while the last two are tasked with
collecting military intelligence and depend on the minister for national defence (Gruszczak
2016).
Hungary allows a group of four National Security Services, independent from each
other, to carry out secret intelligence (Hungarian Helsinki Committee 2014). These are
controlled by the Minister of the Interior, Minister of Defence, or by the Minister of the
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Prime Minister‘s and include the Constitution Protection Office (AH) (which is responsible
of protecting citizens an identifying challenges threatening the nation‘s security); the
Information Office (IH) (which primarily operates outside the country boundaries);the
Special Service for National Security (NBSZ) (which defends the fulfilment of the ‗rule of
law‘ requirements and transparency); and the Military National Security Service (KNBSZ)
(which collects military political, defence industrial and military information) (Hungarian
Helsinki Committee 2014). According to the law, the Counter Terrorism Centre (TEK), a
separate part of the Hungarian police, is also allowed to use secret surveillance methods for
non-criminal investigatory purposes (Hungarian Helsinki Committee 2014).
The Czech Republic has three main intelligence services that have an asymmetry in
their institutional and legal status: the Security Information Service (BIS), which is a civilian
counter-intelligence agency, is responsible to a cabinet consisting of 15 to 19 members rather
than to ministries, and its director is appointed by the government; the Office for Foreign
Relations and Information (UZSI), which is the foreign intelligence service, is accountable to
the Minister of Interior, a government member, but it can only be tasked by the government
as a whole; and lastly, the Military Intelligence (VZ) is part of the Ministry of Defence and it
integrates both the counter-intelligence and the foreign intelligence activities (Global
National Security and Intelligence Agencies Handbook 2015; Tomek 2016; Zeman 2007).
Lastly, Slovakia represents a special case in which both the civilian and the military
intelligence agencies use an integrated model of intelligence: based on this model, the Slovak
Information Service (SIS), the civilian agency, and the Military Intelligence, the military one,
perform both counter-intelligence and foreign intelligence tasks (About SIS 2018; Aldrich
and Richterova 2018; Global National Security and Intelligence Agencies Handbook 2015;
Tomek 2016; Mission of Military Intelligence 2018). In addition to these two agency, there
is the National Security Authority (NBÚ), which is the central government body for
Protection of Classified Information, Cryptographic Services, Trust Services and Cyber
Security (National Security Authority 2018).
As it has been illustrated above, V4 countries‘ security agencies are at times
independent while other times they depend on different, or the same, ministries or other
governmental bodies. In some case, it has been discussed that some agencies are allowed to
perform both counter-intelligence and foreign intelligence tasks. These factors risk raising
issues with respect to the agencies and their supervisors‘ transparency and impartiality
(Aldrich and Richterova 2018; Zeman 2007).
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Sometimes, overlapping competencies of agencies‘ managers and supervisors risk
bringing about political deadlock and operational confusion within the intelligence
community: This is the case of Poland, where, even though intelligence agencies are
subordinated to ministers and their activities are managed and coordinated directly by the
prime minister, there are overlapping competencies shared by the prime minister and the
president, who has only general supervisory competences (Gruszczak 2016). For Hungary
instead, where ‗oversight‘ and complaints-handling functions relating to ‘extraordinary
measures‘ (such as the surveillance of telecommunications) are both performed by only one
executive institution (the government and its different ministries), issues remain with respect
to adherence to general requirement of fairness, impartiality and independence (Surveillance
by intelligence services… 2017). Third, in the case of Czech Republic, issues emerge for
instance with respect to the transparency and impartiality of the BIS as its director is
appointed by the government where parliamentary influence is limited to preliminary
discussion on the draft appointment, and not approval (Zeman 2007). Lastly, the Slovak
Information Service is often known for its political allegiance to whoever is in power; on the
other hand, the fact that Slovakia has its military organizations and its civilian services
merged does not necessarily raises issues, with respect to transparency or impartiality, but it
is usually recommended to have one organization for each mandate, and with different legal
regimes (Aldrich and Richterova 2018; Zeman 2007).
Civilian counter-intelligence agencies’ annual reports in comparison:

As anticipated above, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia‘s civilian counter
intelligence agencies publish annual reports, which can be analysed based on recurring
themes in their content (Bartha et al. 2017). The caveat in this analysis is that the agencies
which write these reports, however deficient they may be, have different remits, and this can
render some of the seemingly obvious overlaps void (for instance, the Polish ABW has a
broader mandate than its Czech or Slovak counterparts) (Bartha et al. 2017).
With regards to the structure of the reports, the Slovak ones tend to list a greater
number of areas/issues individually in a tactical manner while the Czech and Polish reports
have a relatively more comprehensive strategic approach (Bartha et al. 2017; BIS Annual
Reports 2017; SIS Annual Report 2017). In this regard, it is not possible to assess whether
this is more a reflection of strategic thinking of a given service or more a presentation issue
of the writers of the reports (Bartha et al. 2017). It is interesting to notice that the Polish and
Slovak reports include and list the regions and sources of concern while the Czech reports
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avoid doing so (Bartha et al. 2017; BIS Annual Reports 2017; SIS Annual Report 2017). For
what concerns the content of the reports, there are several overlapping themes: in particular, a
key preoccupation for all three countries is terrorism and counter-terrorism; other recurrent
themes include counter-intelligence, cyber security, and countering extremism (in particular
with respect to right- and left-wing extremism and hate speech on the internet and social
networks) (Bartha et al. 2017; BIS Annual Reports 2017; SIS Annual Report 2017).
The greatest difference between the reports is in their tone: while the Czech and the
Polish reports bluntly name Russia, China, or Belarus within the counter-intelligence
sections, the Slovaks are far more diplomatic in naming specific actors (Bartha et al. 2017;
BIS Annual Reports 2017; SIS Annual Report 2017). The key issue that arise from the
reports is the countries‘ threat perceptions which are not always aligned; the literature
recognizes that if the V4 countries‘ threat perceptions were instead aligned, they could
smooth the way towards a more permanent cooperation between the countries‘ intelligence
services (Bartha et al. 2017).

Visegrad military cooperation and defence capabilities:
Visegrad countries’ cooperation within NATO and the EU:

Today, the security policy of the V4 is strongly influenced by membership in NATO
and the EU, creating framework for their decision-making, participation and direction in the
area of national security policy (Ušiak 2013). Security interests have been at the heart of the
Visegrad cooperation since the establishment of the Group, as cooperation was aimed
especially at facilitating gradual integration with the western structures of NATO and the EU
(Madej 2013). Military and defence cooperation within the Group has had its vicissitudes and
has not developed uniformly at the same pace and level of other kinds of V4 cooperation such
as the political one (Madej 2013). On the one hand, this was due to the fact that the V4
countries have had different potentials, interests, needs, and priorities, particularly in the early
90s (Madej 2013). On the other hand, another recurring factor reducing the intensity of
cooperation among the V4 countries was their tendency to look for opportunities to
strengthen their ties with western structures individually, leaving behind the other V4
partners (Madej 2013).
Military and defence cooperation decreased in particular in 2004 once also Slovakia
joined NATO, but it then received a new stimulus in 2009 when the economic crisis hit
Europe and new formats of cooperation became necessary in order to deal with decreased
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defence budgets and then in 2010 when NATO smart defence and EU Pooling and Sharing
were both launched (Jiřičková 2015). A further step was achieved in 2012 before the NATO
Chicago summit, when the V4 supported the idea of strengthening the bond between Central
Europe and Euro-Atlantic structures and committed to ‗promote regional and Euro-Atlantic
security by strengthening their political commitment and enhancing defence capabilities‘ in
the so called declaration ―Responsibility for a Strong NATO‖ (Declaration of the Visegrad
Group—Responsibility for a Strong NATO 2012; Jiřičková 2015). This declaration was then
followed by other strategic documents that gave the V4 cooperation stronger foundations: An
example is the Action Plan of the V4 Defence Cooperation, which established and specified
prospective sub-areas of V4 defence and security cooperation including the joint V4 EU
Battlegroup, defence planning cooperation, joint training and exercises, and joint
procurement and defence industry (Jiřičková 2015; Visegrad Group Defence Cooperation
2014).
The V4 countries decided to establish the joint V4 EU Battlegroup in 2011 and agreed
to form it by 2016 (Jiřičková 2015). EU Battlegroups (EU BG) were already introduced in
2004, within the today known Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), as ―a […] tool
of rapid reaction […] to act together coherently, effectively and efficiently to achieve tactical,
operational and strategic objectives‖ (Jiřičková 2015). By that time, however, as new EU
members, the V4 were not experienced in the creation of Battlegroups, and, for this reason
the first V4‘s formations of Battlegroups were established with other already experienced EU
members individually (Jiřičková 2015; Madej 2013). The first V4 member that formed a
Battlegroup was Hungary in cooperation with Slovenia and Italy in 2007 (Jiřičková 2015;
Madej 2013). Within the V4+ format, the Visegrad Group has cooperated with regional
countries such as Ukraine, Austria or Slovenia, and talks are done also with countries like
Germany or Republic of Korea (Jiřičková 2015). In particular, however, the V4 have been
looking for cooperation in the military and defence fields with Germany and Austria
(Jiřičková 2015). Some example of V4 cooperation with Germany include the PolishGerman- Slovak- Latvian- Lithuanian battlegroup in 2010 and another one between Poland,
France, and Germany in 2013 (Jiřičková 2015). Examples of V4‘s security and military
cooperation with Austria instead include the EU Battlegroup of Germany, Austria and the
Czech Republic in 2012 and the 2014 meeting in Prague between the V4 countries and
Austrian and Slovenian representatives aimed at ―discussing cooperation in various fields of
mutual interest,‖ including security threats (Jiřičková 2015).
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The most recent step the V4 undertook in the direction of greater defence cooperation,
within the EU framework, has been the participation to the launch of Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO) in December 2017: by this cooperation, 25 EU member states (which
include the V4) have agreed to ‗ambitious and more binding common commitments‘ in the
defence field in order ―to fill the EU‘s strategic capability gaps and ensure the cross-border
availability, deployability and interoperability of forces‖ (Permanent Structured Cooperation
(PESCO) 2018). PESCO has been an opportunity for the V4 states to increase their defence
cooperation that had in part decreased at the group level in 2016; however, it is still too soon
to say how cooperation will develop in this framework (Polish security policy expert at
OSCE, personal communication, May 18, 2018).
In other words, in the last decade, defence and military cooperation among the V4 and
between the V4 and other organizations (NATO and EU) and European countries has
developed, increased, and strengthen (Jiřičková 2015; Madej 2013). However, the
development of cooperation among the V4 has been often challenged by the countries‘
different interests, needs, priorities, and defence capabilities that have often brought them to
look for more advantageous cooperation with states with greater capabilities (Jiřičková 2015;
Madej 2013). In addition, V4 have often used NATO joint exercises and high level meetings
(often conducted in various ―V4+‖ formats) and EU battlegroups as consultative platform
within the two organizations as opportunities to include in V4 initiatives some ‘attractive
outsiders,‘ with significant military, technological and political potential, that could provide
the technical, operational, and industrial assets and support that the V4 countries have been
seemingly lacking or have had in sufficient numbers (Madej 2013).Even though V4 military
and defence cooperation has developed and increased, the potential of such cooperation has
not been fully developed yet, especially with respect to industrial collaborations, which will
be discussed in the following section.
Visegrad countries and defence: divergent capabilities

As there is not extensive academic or grey literature on the Visegrad countries‘
defence and defence industry, this section will analyse the V4‘s defence capabilities based on
the available information collected for, and until, year 2015.
Even though all four Visegrad countries possess defence industrial competences, the
one that has particularly stood out for its products, market share, and capabilities is Poland,
the largest CEE country, in terms of population, economic output and defence spending
(Bartha et al 2017; Black et al 2016). By European standards, Poland has an active, medium33
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sized defence industry, possessing a breadth of industrial capabilities not seen in other
Central Easter European (CEE) defence sectors (Bartha et al. 2017; Black et al 2016). Even
though its defence industry was smaller than that of the top six EU arms producers in 2015
(France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden and the UK), Poland surpassed other smaller
European players like Austria, Finland, and the Netherlands (Black et al 2016). Poland‘s
main partner in the defence industry sector is the United States (followed by the other abovementioned top European arms producers), which also engages in trade relationship with the
other V4 countries, only not at the same extent as it does with Poland (Bartha et al. 2017;
Black et al 2016; Hays 2016; Jiřičková 2015; Madej 2013). There is no recent information
available on Poland‘s armament trade. However, the last large purchases that the country did
in the 2000s came from the US (Lockheed Martin company) in 2003, with a procurement of
over US $ 6 billion; the same year, Poland signed deals with Finland‘s Patria and Italy‘s Oto
Melara for US $ 544 million and US $ 387 million respectively; while other major purchases
include US $ 440 million from Israel (Rafael) in 2004, US $ 160 million from Sweden (Saab
Bofors) in 2006 and US $ 143 million from Norway (Kongsberg) in 2008 (Black et al 2016).
In general, even though they engage in trade in the defence sector, all four Visegrad
countries, are not each other‘s primary partner: For instance, in 2013, the Czech Republic
(which represents the second V4 country in terms of defence industry capabilities) tended to
export (in order of relevance) in Vietnam (€ 43.3 million), the US (€ 28.2 million), Egypt (€
24.3 million), Slovakia (€ 17.9 million), Poland (€ 12.63 million), Austria (€ 12.6 million),
and Bulgaria (€ 8.7 million) as well as Germany, Israel, and India; Hungarian exports in 2011
focused instead primarily on the markets in the USA, Czech Republic, Italy, Germany and
India (data unavailable); and lastly, Slovakia‘s exports between 2008-2012 were directed
towards Afghanistan, Cambodia, and other V4‘s partners like Egypt, France, Germany, Italy,
Poland, and the US (data unavailable) (Black et al 2016).
In the military trade, the Visegrad countries cooperate with, at times, the same
different partners; However, differences among the V4 are much greater when it comes to
their defence annual budget. In particular, Poland (whose industry capabilities are mostly
concentrated in the state-owned Poland Armaments Group) has always had the greatest
defence budget with respect to the other V4 countries, and, since 2015, the country has
allocated a budget on defence that exceeds the NATO target of two percent of annual GDP,
2.18 % in 2015 (Figure 9.) (Bartha et al. 2017; Black et al 2016; Zaborowski 2018). On the
contrary, the other three Visegrad countries have been spending much less for their defence
because of the limited availability of capital and procurement programmes, the reluctance of
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commercial banks to invest in defence, or because of the small size of the domestic market
(Bartha et al. 2017; Black et al 2016). The defence budgets of three Visegrad countries‘
decreased in particular after the economic crisis in 2008, experiencing improvements in the
light of growing security concerns in 2014 in occasion of the Ukrainian crisis, in 2015 with
the worsening of the refugee crisis, and with the increase of terrorist attacks across Europe
(Bartha et al. 2017). Nevertheless, their defence budgets have remained lower than the NATO
target of 2 percent of national GDP: for example, in 2015, the Czech Republic‘s defence
budget allocation was 0.99 % of the GDP, Hungary‘s was 0.81 %, and Slovakia‘s was 1.02 %
(Figure 9.) (Black et al 2016). Such limited budgets put constraints on the development of
domestic industrial defence capabilities as well as on the possibility to then establish
cooperation among the V4‘s defence industries (Black et al 2016).
In general, besides limited defence budgets, the factors that challenge defence
industry collaboration among the Visegrad countries are:
1.

In Poland, the high degree of state intervention in favour of Polish national companies
(the Poland Armaments Group) and the country and Polish private firms‘ perceived
preference for major partnerships with the US and Western European prime
contractors over smaller CEE countries and firms, which are instead seen as a threat
to their existing market share and privileged relations;

2.

In the Czech Republic, the limited availability of capital, limited Czech Ministry of
Defence procurement, the reluctance of commercial banks to invest in defence, and
the lack of harmonization of procurement requirements and defence industrial policies
across the V4 and CEE countries;

3.

In Hungary, the small size of the domestic market and the lack of common interest
and harmonization of procurement requirements and defence industrial policies across
the V4 and CEE countries;

4.

And lastly, in Slovakia, limited availability of procurement programmes and capital,
the lack of harmonization of procurement requirements, and successful lobbying by
Western European and some CEE defence industries to influence domestic
government procurement spending in favour of ‗national champions‘ (Black et al
2016).
The two sections presented above have illustrated that the Visegrad countries have

divergent defence capabilities and stronger military and industrial ties with major non-V4
countries. While V4‘s cooperation is greater in military operations within NATO and the EU,
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cooperation is lower in the defence industrial sector. Throughout the interviews conducted for
this dissertation, all seven experts interviewed have supported the argument that the V4 have
big discrepancies in defence capabilities/budget (Czech advisor of the Czech military
intelligence agency from the 80s to the beginning of 2000s, personal communication April
19, 2018; French expert in regional security and Central Europe cooperation, personal
communication, May 12, 2018; Hungarian defence policy expert, personal communication
May 4, 2018; Hungarian foreign and security policy expert at CEID, personal communication
May 15, 2018; Hungarian former Minister of Foreign Affairs and former Ambassador,
personal communication May 4, 2018; Hungarian member of the Counter Terrorism Centre
of Hungary, personal communication May 13, 2018; Polish security policy expert at OSCE,
personal communication May 18, 2018), with some also mentioning that the V4tend to look
for defence and industrial cooperation outside the Group. For instance, one expert has
strongly supported the argument that capabilities diverge among the V4 by saying, ―our
armed forces obviously have a different size and capabilities‖ (Hungarian defence policy
expert, personal communication May 4, 2018). Experts have claimed that because of the
discrepancy between Poland‘s large defence budget and the other three countries‘ small
budget, the V4 will tend to look for armaments trade outside the Group (i.e. major partners
for Poland are the US and the UK while one major partner for the Czech Republic and
Hungary is Germany). Experts have also claimed that the Visegrad countries‘ ―regional and
geographic features will affect their defence priorities and cooperation‖ which are at times
different among the V4. For instance, Poland is more concerned with what happens in
Belarus and the Baltic states in proximity of Russia, while Hungary is closer to the Balkans
and it is therefore concerned with border issues, especially following the refugee crisis. In
other words, all experts interviewed have strongly agreed with the argument that V4‘s have
large discrepancies among their military and defence capabilities.

Visegrad countries’ threat perceptions:
An analysis of National Security Strategy and V4’s public opinion:

Scholars like Walsh (2006) and Seagle (2015) have considered the lack of common
definitions of threats a factor that risk challenging intelligence cooperation among countries.
As it has been already discussed in chapter one, Poland and Hungary are often considered the
two of theV4 countries that have the most different opinions and policies with respect to
Russia: while Poland tends to openly consider Russia as a threat (i.e. in its annual report on
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counter-intelligence), Hungary considers the Russian Federation more as a close friend
(Bartha et al. 2017). To some extent, based on these Poland and Hungary‘s views and
perceptions on Russia, it might be possible to claim that the two countries have different
threat perceptions. In order to test whether the Visegrad countries actually have different
threat perceptions, this section will illustrate how V4 have defined and referred to threats in
their national security strategy.
Unfortunately, in the case of the Visegrad countries‘ national security strategies, the
most recent ones belong to very different years: the Czech Republic‘s dates back to 2015,
Poland updated its strategy in 2014, Hungary did in 2012, while Slovakia has not developed
nor updated its own since 2005 (Hungary‘s National Security Strategy 2012; National
Security Strategy of the Republic of Poland 2014; Security Strategy of the Czech Republic
2015; Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic 2005). Great political changes have occurred
worldwide from 2005 to 2015; that means that the Visegrad countries‘ strategies appear very
different from one another and their present strategy might have actually changed deeply
since the last time they published one. For this reason, the National Strategy of Slovakia of
2005 will be excluded from this analysis.
Because national security strategies are considered mostly diplomatic acts rather than
states‘ actual strategies, and because the V4‘s documents date back to very different years
(that requires the exclusion of Slovakia‘s strategy from the analysis and discussion) the
analysis of the strategies below is not representative. However, the discussion can provide at
least some insight on how V4 countries have expressed their perceptions on national threats.
By comparing the three national security strategies, it emerges that all of them address
threats such as weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, organized crime, lack of access to
energy resources, and cyber attacks; on the other hand, the main element that differentiates
the strategies is their tone, as it was also the case of the intelligence annual reports discussed
above. In particular, Poland differentiates itself from the Czech Republic and Hungary as it
names openly one actor that represents a source of its security threat, namely Russia
(National Security Strategy of the Republic of Poland 2014). In some section, it might seem
that the Czech Republic makes allusions to Russia and its aggression of Crimea where the
strategy says that its ―allies are increasingly faced with threats of a military nature, stemming
from the aspiration of some states that [...] tend to show a disregard for the international order
and basic principles of international law in their pursuit of power‖ (Security Strategy of the
Czech Republic 2015). However, the Czech national strategy never addresses its threats by
referring to actual actors. The Polish and Czech strategies were developed in the aftermath of
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the Russian aggression to Crimea and the Ukrainian crisis, so they are more easily
comparable while, for what concerns Hungary, its strategy is too old and far from the events
of 2014 that cannot be effectively compared with the other two national strategies.
Poland has openly referred to Russia in its national strategy suggesting that it is a
source of threat. As the other two countries did not mention Russia or any other actor that
could potentially pose a threat to their nation, it might be possible to claim that the countries
in this sense have different threat perceptions.
The fact that the Visegrad countries have different perceptions of Russia, intended as
Eastern bloc, can also be observed in a study that was conducted through focus groups in
2017 by the GLOBSEC policy institute (Milo and Klingová 2018). The study, which has
investigated what was the position of the V4‘s youth with respect to their countries‘ relations
with the East and West, founded that Poles and Slovaks tended to support the idea that their
country should stay in the middle between the West and the East while young Czech
professionals and Hungarian youngsters claimed that their country belongs to the East (Milo
and Klingová 2018). The study was not meant to investigate whether the Visegrad population
believes that their states have different threat perceptions with respect to the eastern block or
the western block; however, it has shown that the young people from the Visegrad countries
have different perceptions on the West and the East.
In order to test and determine whether V4 have actually different threat perceptions,
interviews have been conducted with experts in security, defence, and intelligence; the
majority of which (six of seven interviewees) has asserted that the V4 have different threat
perceptions (all but the Hungarian former Minister of Foreign Affairs (until 1994) and former
Ambassador, personal communication, May 4, 2018). For example, one expert has mentioned
that the ―V4 share in bigger perspective the same threat perception‖ (Hungarian foreign and
security policy expert at CEID, personal communication May 15, 2018); another has claimed
that among the Visegrad countries, ―threat perceptions are quite different‖ (Hungarian
member of the Counter Terrorism Centre of Hungary, personal communication, May 13,
2018). What is interesting to notice is that, in that case, the six interviewees have asserted that
one of the main difference in V4‘s threat perception is the countries‘ position with respect to
Russia; with this claim, the experts have confirmed what they stated in the previous chapter
in regards toV4‘s policy interests towards Russia. In other words, what emerges from the
interviews, overall, is that the Visegrad countries tend to have different threat perceptions.
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Conclusion
This chapter has studied whether two of the factors that risk challenging states‘
intelligence cooperation are present in the case of the Visegrad Group. The first factor, which
is different military and defence capabilities, has been tested by comparing the data collected
from the interviews conducted with experts with the data collected from secondary research
onV4‘s military cooperation within NATO and the EU and their defence sector‘s capabilities.
The second factor, meaning different threat perceptions, has instead been tested by comparing
the data collected from the interviews with the data collected from secondary research on the
Visegrad countries‘ national security strategy and a study on the countries‘ public opinion
about their geopolitical belonging.
For what concerns the first factor, from the data collected in the secondary research
sources, it has emerged that the Visegrad countries have different defence capabilities which
then affect the countries‘ military and defence cooperation with other states: while Poland‘s
defence budget and industry are very large, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia‘s are
much smaller. This argument has been strongly supported by all experts interviewed for this
study. For this reason, it is possible to claim that there is a high probability that the first factor
is present in the case of the Visegrad cooperation.
For what concerns the second factor tested in this chapter, the data collected from
secondary research sources have shown that in their national security strategies, Visegrad
countries have similar threat perceptions on some issues and different in some others: Poland
name Russia in its strategy and refers to it as a source of threat to its security while the Czech
Republic and Hungary do not. In the study on Visegrad‘ s public opinion, it emerges that the
Visegrad‘ s young population has different ideas with respect to the Eastern bloc, but the
study does not address whether the participants consider the Eastern bloc as a threat or not.
Therefore, it is not possible to provide an assessment on this point based on the data collected
from the secondary research only.
It is interesting to notice that in the interviews, most of the experts have supported the
argument that the V4 have different threat perceptions. As it has not been possible to verify
whether the data in the secondary and primary research sources actually support the same
argument, it is not possible to draw conclusions on the presence of divergent threat
perceptions in the case of the Visegrad cooperation.
In other words, based on what has been discussed above, it is possible to conclude that
there is a high probability that different military and defence capabilities (the first factor) are
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present in the Visegrad cooperation. On the other hand, there are insufficient data available to
determine the probability that different threat perceptions (the second factor) are present in
the V4‘s cooperation.
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Findings:
This dissertation has aimed at answering the question on which factors challenge
intelligence cooperation among the Visegrad countries at the group level. In the literature,
scholars have mainly identified four different factors that challenge intelligence cooperation:
limited economic cooperation (not being each other‘s primary partners) (Aldrich 2010;
Pakulski, 2016), the lack of trust in the form of divergent (policy) interests (Fagersten, 2012;
Lawrence, 2016; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006), different defence capabilities (Walsh 2006;
Zandee et al 2016), and different threat perceptions (Suta 2016; Lefebvre 2003). While
Scholars have used historical case studies of states‘ cooperation in order to test whether those
factors were present when intelligence cooperation was low or lacking, this dissertation has
adopted an empirical approach conducting in depth interviews with experts in the field of
security, defence, and intelligence. The latter approach has been more suitable for the
analysis of the Visegrad cooperation, which occurs within a regional and noninstitutionalized framework while most of the available literature discusses bilateral or
multilateral cooperation within established institutions.
In order to answer the above-mentioned research question, the author of the present
dissertation conducted semi-structured interviews on seven experts coming from different V4
countries in the field of security, defence, and intelligence. These interviews were analysed
by adopting a qualitative and comparative approach, dictated by the theoretical framework of
secondary sources.
First of all, from the interviews, it emerged that there is a lack of clarity and
agreement between experts over the meaning of the word ―different‖ in V4‘s policies, in
particular when experts were asked about the differences in Visegrad countries among the
following topics: policies towards Russia, policies towards the EU, and threat perceptions.
indeed, in this occasion, many interviewees reported each country to have different positions.
On the one hand, this inconsistency might show a methodological limitation as there is lack
of clarity on the meaning of the word different. On the other hand, it also shows the
individual countries‘ self perception to be different between one another.
Overall, what follows are the findings that have emerged from the comparison
between the data collected in secondary and primary research sources on the factors studied
in this dissertation with respect to the Visegrad cooperation:
1. Since the data collected from the primary research have mostly supported the
data collected in the secondary research, this shows that V4 are not each
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other‘s primary partners and give priority to cooperation with other states.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that limited economic cooperation (the
first factor discussed in the dissertation) is present in the case of the V4‘s
cooperation;
2. Because the data collected from secondary and primary research show
different degrees of agreement on whether V4 have different positions with
respect to Russia and the EU‘s future, then, it is possible to conclude that the
lack of trust in the form of divergent (policy) interests is not a present factor is
in the case of the V4‘s cooperation;
3. Because the data collected from primary research have strongly supported the
argument that V4 have different defence capabilities both in terms of defence
budget and industry, then, it is possible to conclude that the Visegrad
intelligence cooperation shows different military and defence capabilities (the
third factor discussed in the dissertation);
4. Lastly, because it has not been possible to verify whether the data in the
secondary and primary research sources actually support the same argument,
then, there are insufficient data available to conclude that different threat
perceptions (the fourth factor discussed in the dissertation) are present in the
V4‘s cooperation.
In other words, based on the conclusions drawn above, my research has shown that at
least two of the factors that the literature has identified as challenges to intelligence
cooperation emerge from experts‘ opinion in the Visegrad cooperation, namely limited
economic cooperation and different military and defence capabilities. Therefore, it is likely
that the presence of these two factors among the V4 might represent a challenge to their
intelligence cooperation.
Moreover, these findings apply to the Visegrad cooperation. Being that this
dissertation is focused on the Visegrad case study, the transferability of these findings on
other regional non-institutionalised should be established by future research .
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Conclusion
Summary and conclusion:
In the literature on intelligence cooperation, scholars have discussed multiple factors
that risk challenging states‘ intelligence cooperation. This dissertation has however
investigated whether four of these factors are present in the case of the Visegrad countries
and are likely to be responsible for the lack of intelligence cooperation among the countries at
the group level. The four factors analysed in this study applied to the case of the Visegrad
cooperation are the following:
1. Limited economic cooperation where states are not each other‘s primary partner
(Aldrich 2010; Pakulski, 2016);
2. The lack of trust in the form of divergent policy interests (Fagersten, 2012;
Lawrence, 2016; Seagle, 2015; Walsh, 2006);
3. Different military and defence capabilities (Walsh 2006; Zandee et al 2016);
4. Different threat perceptions (Walsh 2006; Suta 2016; Lefebvre 2003).
The present dissertation has aimed at focusing on these four factors because of time
constraints and limited availability of resources.
Following the comparison of the data collected from secondary research sources and
primary research (in the form of semi-structured interviews) in this study, it has emerged that
at least two of the factors that the literature has identified as challenges to intelligence
cooperation are likely to be present in the Visegrad case: namely limited economic
cooperation and different military and defence capabilities. Being these factors present
among the V4 countries, it is likely that they work as challenges to intelligence cooperation
within the Visegrad Group.

Limitations:
In the present dissertation, a number of limitations can be highlighted that limit the
scope and interpretation of the findings. Throughout the study, while conducting interviews,
it emerged that there is a lack of clarity and agreement between experts over the meaning of
the word ―different‖ when they had to discuss V4‘s policies; however, even though this
inconsistency might show a methodological limitation as there is lack of clarity on the
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meaning of the word different, it also shows, on the other hand, the individual countries‘ self
perception to be different between one another.
Issues have also arisen with respect to the practices adopted for data collection.
Indeed, due to time constraints, some of the interviews could not be conducted in person or
by skype and three of out the seven interviewed experts answered the questions by sending
their answers by email. Because of this, some of the data collected were unclear or
incomplete (in part, due to the fact that English was not the experts‘ mother language) and
this might have affected the final results.
One aspect that might be worth mentioning about the interviews is that only seven
experts of the twenty who were contacted actually replied and provided availability for being
interviewed. Of these seven, one was Polish, one was Czech, four were Hungarian, and one
was French. In sampling the experts to be interviewed, the aim was to collect information on
what experts from the Visegrad countries think about these states‘ relations and cooperation
within the Group and with other non-V4 states. However, unfortunately, none of the Slovak
experts contacted agreed to be interviewed, especially because of time constraints. As it was
possible to interview fewer experts than expected, and all V4 countries‘ visions with respect
to the object of this dissertation could not be equally represented in the analysis, this study
cannot be considered representative of the whole Group.
One last limitations encountered while conducting interviews is that the respondents‘
answers were influenced by personal biases, especially if one considers that two of the
experts interviewed (one from Czech Republic and one from Hungary) served in
governmental and intelligence/defence institutions during the last years of the Cold War until
one decade after the creation of the Visegrad Group; while the other five experts have been
serving in governmental and intelligence institutions in the last ten years.
Nevertheless, even though in this study there are limitations that limit the scope and
interpretation of the findings, the results discussed in the previous chapter have shown that it
is possible to say that at least two factors identified as challenges to intelligence cooperation
emerge in the case of the Visegrad group: limited economic cooperation and different
military and defence capabilities. This means that in order to foster intelligence cooperation
at the group level, the Visegrad countries have to solve the issues related to these factors. In
order to pursue this goal, the V4 might try to develop policies aimed at solving the issues
related to limited economic cooperation and different military and defence capabilities.
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General conclusions and recommendations for future research:
While the aim of this dissertation was to investigate whether the factors that risk
challenging states‘ intelligence cooperation apply to the case of the V4, the data collected for
this study has also allowed to understand better the Visegrad cooperation in general. From the
discussion, it has emerged that although the Visegrad cooperation has developed and
deepened for certain aspects throughout the years, limited integration among the V4 persist
and overall cooperation remains non-institutionalized and too flexible. That is possibly why,
in such an environment, fostering intelligence cooperation within the Group in the short-term
looks challenging.
Finally, the scope of this dissertation has been limited to the analysis four factors that
could challenge Visegrad states‘ intelligence cooperation within the Group. Investigating
these factors has added some knowledge about the V4‘sintelligence relations and about the
factors that might challenge their cooperation in this field. Therefore, future research should
focus on identifying other factors that might challenge V4 countries intelligence cooperation,
as well as finding solutions to the factors addressed here in order to foster intelligence
cooperation within the Visegrad Group.
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Appendices:
Chapter 1.
Figures:
Figure 1.
Figure 1. Poland top 5 Export and Import Partners 2016
The top five countries to which Poland exported 2016 along with the partner share in percentage are:
Poland exports to Germany

worth US$ 53,034 million

with a partner share of 27%

Poland exports to United Kingdom

worth US$ 12,980 million

with a partner share of 6.61%

Poland exports to Czech Republic

worth US$ 12,750 million

with a partner share of 6.49%

Poland exports to France

worth US$ 10,785 million

with a partner share of 5.49%

Poland exports to Italy

worth US$ 9,422 million

with a partner share of 4.80%

The top five countries to which Poland imported 2016 along with the share in percentage are:
Poland imports from Germany

worth US$ 43,178 million

with a partner share of 22.90%

Poland imports from China

worth US$ 23,448 million

with a partner share of 12.44%

Poland imports from Russia Federation

worth US$ 11,537 million

with a partner share of 6.12%

Poland imports from Italy

worth US$ 9,609 million

with a partner share of 5.10%

Poland imports from France

worth US$ 7,345 million

with a partner share of 3.90%

Source: Poland Trade at a Glance: Most Recent Values, World Integrated Trade Solution, WordBank Group, 2016

Figure 2.
Figure 2. Hungary top 5 Export and Import Partners 2016
The top five countries to which Hungary exported 2016 along with the partner share in percentage are:
Poland exports to Germany

worth US$ 28,351million

with a partner share of 27.51%

Poland exports to Romania

worth US$ 5,145 million

with a partner share of 4.99%

Poland exports to Slovakia

worth US$ 5,069 million

with a partner share of 4.92%

Poland exports to France

worth US$ 4,921 million

with a partner share of 4.77%

Poland exports to Italy

worth US$ 4,907 million

with a partner share of 4.76%

The top five countries to which Hungary imported 2016 along with the share in percentage are:
Poland imports from Germany

worth US$ 24,344million

with a partner share of 26.45%

Poland imports from Austria

worth US$ 5,890 million

with a partner share of 6.40%

Poland imports from Poland

worth US$ 5,116 million

with a partner share of 5.56%

Poland imports from Slovakia

worth US$ 4,909 million

with a partner share of 5.33%

Poland imports from China

worth US$ 4,869million

with a partner share of 5.29%

Source: Hungary Trade at a Glance: Most Recent Values, World Integrated Trade Solution, WordBank Group, 2016
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Figure 3.
Figure 3. Czech Republic top 5 Export and Import Partners 2016
The top five countries to which Czech Republic exported 2016 along with the partner share in percentage are:
Czech Rep. exports to Germany

worth US$ 52,344million

with a partner share of 32.46%

Czech Rep. exports to Slovakia

worth US$ 13,581 million

with a partner share of 8.42%

Czech Rep. exports to Poland

worth US$ 9,220 million

with a partner share of 5.72%

Czech Rep. exports to United Kingdom

worth US$ 8,417 million

with a partner share of 5.22%

Czech Rep. exports to France

worth US$ 8,386 million

with a partner share of 5.20%

The top five countries to which Czech Republic imported 2016 along with the share in percentage are:
Czech Rep. imports from Germany

worth US$ 37,418 million

with a partner share of 26.67%

Czech Rep. imports from China

worth US$17,771 million

with a partner share of 12.66%

Czech Rep. imports from Poland

worth US$ 11,646 million

with a partner share of 8.30%

Czech Rep. imports from Slovakia

worth US$ 7,130 million

with a partner share of 5.08%

Czech Rep. imports from Italy

worth US$ 6,059million

with a partner share of 4.32%

Source: Czech RepublicTrade at a Glance: Most Recent Values, World Integrated Trade Solution, WordBank Group, 2016

Figure 4.
Figure 4. Slovakia top 5 Export and Import Partners 2016
The top five countries to which Slovakia exported 2016 along with the partner share in percentage are:
Slovakia exports to Germany

worth US$ 16,975million

with a partner share of 21.88%

Slovakia exports to Czech Republic

worth US$ 9,189 million

with a partner share of 11.85%

Slovakia exports to Poland

worth US$ 5,883 million

with a partner share of 7.59%

Slovakia exports to France

worth US$ 4,755 million

with a partner share of 6.13%

Slovakia exports to United Kingdom

worth US$ 4,601 million

with a partner share of 5.93%

The top five countries to which Slovakia imported 2016 along with the share in percentage are:
Slovakia imports from Germany

worth US$ 12,749million

with a partner share of 16.96%

Slovakia imports from Czech Republic

worth US$ 8,031 million

with a partner share of 10.69%

Slovakia imports from unspecified

worth US$ 7,272 million

with a partner share of 9.68%

Slovakia imports from China

worth US$ 6,349 million

with a partner share of 8.45%

Slovakia imports from Korea, Rep.

worth US$ 4,484million

with a partner share of 5.97%

Source: SlovakiaTrade at a Glance: Most Recent Values, World Integrated Trade Solution, WordBank Group, 2016
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.
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Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Questions developed for in depth interviews:

1. Are divergent policy objectives and interests the main challenges to V4 cooperation?
2. Would you say the V4 have different perspectives on Russia and EU? If they do, does
this challenge the Group‘s cooperation, in particular in intelligence?
3. What do you think is the main factor of distrust among the V4 countries in the area of
security, defence, and/or intelligence?
4. How are divergent policy objectives and interests a challenge to V4‘s cooperation in
the field of security?
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5. What are the V4‘s main differences in foreign policy objectives that might challenge
their intelligence cooperation?
6. What is the role of V4‘s different perception on Russia in challenging their security
and intelligence cooperation?
7. Would you say that V4 countries cooperate or try to cooperate more among each other
or with other non-V4states? Why so?
8. Who are the main partners of the Visegrad countries in issues of security and defence?
Other V4 countries or non-V4 countries and why?
9. In the defence field, do V4 countries that invest little in defence tend to cooperate
more with other non-V4 states that invest more and have more capabilities rather than
with V4 states that share similar capabilities? Why so? And in the field of
intelligence?
10. How would you describe V4 cooperation in the field of security and defence?
11. What do you think are the main challenges to V4 defence cooperation?
12. Can personalities of leaders and their relationship with each other risk to challenge
cooperation in defence and intelligence? In what ways?
13. What do you think the main factor challenging security, defence, and/or intelligence
cooperation among the V4 might be? Is it competition among the V4 in general, in a
particular field of cooperation, is it the pursuit of dominance or what else?
14. Does the fact that the V4 have different defence capabilities represent a big challenge
to defence cooperation? In what ways?
15. In the intelligence field, would you say the V4 have different threats and threat
perception? If so, what are the differences among the V4?
16. Is the shortage of capital and/or limited domestic demand in the industry sector of
some Visegrad countries relevant enough to challenge their cooperation? How do you
think this can challenge V4‘s intelligence cooperation, if it can?
17. Is the shortage of capital and/or limited domestic demand in the industry sector of
some Visegrad countries relevant enough to challenge their cooperation? How do you
think this can challenge V4‘s intelligence cooperation, if it can?
18. Might it be that the V4, as most of them do not invest much enough in defence, are
not much interested in defence cooperation with one another, but rather prefer
cooperating with non-V4 states that have greater capabilities?
19. Could it be that even though the Visegrad countries do cooperate, they are simply not
each other‘s first partners in several fields (such as trade and defence) and so they
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might be more likely to engage in intelligence cooperation with countries that that are
their primary partners and have larger intelligence capabilities?
20. What about Poland? The country is investing a lot in defence compared to other V4
countries; why would not Poland be willing to cooperate more in the defence industry
with other V4? It cooperates more with other non-V4 countries with greater
capabilities; is it because it does not want to lose its ―preferential/advantageous ‖
treatment/position in the market?
21. Would you say that challenges to defence cooperation are similar to those to
intelligence cooperation? What are they?
22. In what are the V4 strategic/organizational cultures and structures similar and
different? Do they have the same ways of analysing threats?
23. Are V4‘s divergent strategic cultures a challenge to their defence/intelligence
cooperation?
24. How does V4‘s defence cooperation, in the forms of joint-exercises, joint-trainings,
and industry collaboration influence intelligence cooperation? In this sense, according
to you, where defence cooperation is greater, does usually intelligence cooperation
grows as well?
25. Does V4‘s security and defence cooperation affect their intelligence cooperation? If
so, in what ways?
26. In terms of defence and intelligence capabilities, what are the differences between the
V4 countries that could challenge cooperation in these fields?
27. How would you describe intelligence cooperation among the V4?
28. What are the main differences between V4‘s intelligence systems?
29. In terms of intelligence capabilities, what are the main differences and similarities
among the V4?
30. Do you think that Poland might be reluctant to engage in deeper intelligence
cooperation with the other V4 due to the issue of ―free riding,‖ or because it does not
want to compromise its advantageous position internationally? Why would instead the
other V4 countries be reluctant to cooperate in intelligence with one another?
31. How is the proximity of the intelligence community to the policy makers in the V4? Is
the intelligence community largely independent from the policy makers (like the US
model) or is it largely dependent from it (like the UK model)?
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32. How do you think the proximity of the intelligence community and the policy makers
is a challenge when it comes to intelligence cooperation between states that have
different policy objectives?
33. What is the role of domestic intelligence agencies‘ competition in challenging V4‘s
intelligence cooperation?

Chapter 2.
Figures:
Figure 9.
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Source: https://www.eda.europa.eu/docs/default-source/documents/rr-1459-eda-central-andeastern-europe-report---technical-annex---final.pdf
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